
McGill University - Department of Animal Science

Statistical Methods II AEMA-610

Instructor : R. Cue, MS1-080: Roger.Cue@McGill.ca

Evaluation : 20% weekly assignments

30% mid-term examination, Tuesday October 24th, 18:00-21:00 PM,

Centennial Centre Ballroom

50% final examination (regular December exam period, up to Dec 22nd)

McGill University values academic integrity. Therefore, all students must understand

the meaning and consequences of cheating, plagiarism and other academic offences under

the Code of Student Conduct and Disciplinary Procedures (see www.mcgill.ca/students/srr/honest/

for more information).

Conformément à la Charte des droits de l’étudiant de l’Université McGill, chaque

étudiant a le droit de soumettre en français ou en anglais tout travail écrit devant être

noté (sauf dans le cas des cours dont l’un des objets est la mâıtrise d’une langue).

In the event of extraordinary circumstances beyond the University’s control, the content

and/or evaluation scheme in this course is subject to change

Course description

Principles of linear models, multiple regression equations and classification models. In-

troduction to Analysis of Variance and common statistical designs used in agricultural and

environmental sciences. Interpretation of results and which effects are estimable and when

and/or why not. Interpretation of published results in the scientific literature. Empha-

sis on balanced and unbalanced designs and data structures; their analysis and tests of

statistical significance.
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Course Notes, etc

The course notes and additional useful information are available for downloading and

printing from McGill MyCourses. The course notes are available in PDF format (for

reading and printing via Adobe Acrobat reader).

Documentation and manuals (on-line and PDF to print) from SAS:

URL (address, SAS) http://support.sas.com/documentation/index.html

Prerequisites

You should know and thoroughly understand the material covered in Statistical Meth-

ods I (AEMA-310), or an equivalent. This covers basic statistical concepts such as dis-

tributions, sampling of normally distributed data (Normal distributions), Binomial distri-

butions, t-tests, comparisons of means, calculation of variances, coefficients of variation,

mean and standard error of a mean. It is assumed that you have covered simple linear

regression and simple correlations between variables, basic One-Way Completely Random-

ized Design and two-way RCBD Randomized Complete Block Design models. You should

have an introductory knowledge about matrices.
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Course Outline

1. Multiple Regression

- assumptions

- linear model

- parameters

- least squares

- solutions and parameter estimates

- Analysis of Variance

2. t test

3. Confidence Interval

4. Linear and Quadratic regressions

5. Predicted Values

6. Curve fitting

7. Correlations

- partial correlations

- sampling distribution

- statistical significance

- confidence interval

8. One-Way classification

- linear model and parameters

- hypotheses

- matrix equations
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- solutions and estimates

- ANOVA using SAS

- differences between treatments

- testable hypotheses

- fixed or random effects

- expected mean squares

9. Multiple comparisons

10. Partitioning Sums of Squares

- SAS code for contrasts

11. Homogeneity of Variance

- basic formulae

- use of residuals

12. Multiway classification

- linear model and parameters

- Normal equations

- hypotheses to be tested

- partitioning the Sums of Squares

- ANOVA using SAS/GLM

- Type I and Type III Sums of Squares

13. Least Squares Means

14. Subsamples, nested models

- parameters and the linear model

- computing the Sums of Squares

- ANOVA, tests of significance
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15. Factorial experiments

- linear model, parameters and hypotheses

- derivation of testable hypotheses

- SAS code for factorial

- interactions and main effects

16. Latin Square

- linear model and parameters

17. Analysis of Covariance

18. Split Plot designs

19. Introduction to Mixed Models

20. Cross-Over designs

21. Repeated measures

Outcomes/competencies

At the end of this course students should be able to:

- specify a statistical model for a multiple regression model, including the correct defini-

tiion for each model term.

- for common statistical designs (CRD, RCBD, two-way fixed effects models, nested

designs, Factorial esigns and ANCOVA), be able to specify an appropriate statistical model,

including the correct definition for each model term.
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- use SAS (proc GLM and proc MIXED) to run an appropriate statistical analysis and

suitably interpret the results, including constructing an ANOVA table.

- be able to formally specify the conclusions about what can, or cannot be considered

to be statistically significant, and why.

- identify which terms in a model are to be considered as fixed effects and which terms

should be considered as random effects, and explain the choice.
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